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on imaginary people
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therapy
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Schemas are not diagnoses, even though you can use them to inform 
or elaborate upon diagnoses. Essentially, they’re a way to focus therapy 
on particular topics or experiences, and can give the therapist a road 
map to follow. The schemas in this guide are simplified and are not for 
use on real humans (just imaginary ones!).

about schema therapy

Sofiya is an author and a psychotherapist who 
loves baking, hiking, and doing things with her 
family.

Her debut novel ANYA AND THE DRAGON is a 
Sydney Taylor Book Award Honor. The sequel 
is pretty good, too.

Find her online on her website, YouTube, or 
being a goblin @sofipasternack on Twitter!

all about sofiya

About Me

https://www.sofiyapasternack.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8D7YF7uF7tc2daxBznAzhw?sub_confirmation=1


This guide was designed to be used 
after watching the Character Therapy 

YouTube series found on Sofiya’s 
YouTube channel. Please watch that 
as you’re doing these worksheets, or 
you may get stuck on something you 

don’t understand!
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Deep DiVe into schemas for characters

schema: 

recognition /   
approVal-seeking

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8D7YF7uF7tc2daxBznAzhw?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8D7YF7uF7tc2daxBznAzhw?sub_confirmation=1
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people with the Recognition/
Approval-Seeking schema are 

incapable of generating an inborne sense 
of worth. They need others to praise 
them, or they believe they are failures.

those with the Recognition/
Approval-Seeking schema rely on 

others for a sense of self or promotion of 
self-esteem. They focus on the approval 
and praise of others at the expense of 
self-care or fulfilling core emotional 
needs. 

this schema may begin in childhood 
due to parents or other attachment 

figures driving the child to seek 
recognition, such as competetive music, 
sports, or dancing.

i’m only worth 
something if someone 

else approVes

recognition /approval-seeking
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Acts in ways they know will impress admired peers.

Draws attention to their accomplishments.

surrenDer: the schema is true.

Avoids any situation in which they may not get approval/recognition.

Avoids relationships with anyone they admire to avoid lack of reciprocation.

aVoiDance: the schema does not exist.

Stays in the background and doesn’t draw attention to themselves.

Behaves negatively to gain the disapproval of admired peers.

oVercompensation: the opposite of the schema is true.

recognition /approval-seeking



Ex: “To understand that not everyone will love me, and that doesn’t diminish my inherent worth.”

Ex: “For everyone to love me and tell me how great I am.”

“It’s important to be liked by everyone.”
“I try so hard to fit in that sometimes I don’t even know who I am.”
“Praise and compliments make me feel like I have worth.”
“Even if I don’t like someone, I still want them to like me.”

lie - want - truth - wound
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what causeD this belief in the first place?

what Does your character actually neeD to be happy?

what Does your character think they neeD to be happy?

what’s your character’s funDamental incorrect belief?



Unfamiliar with the Seven Point Plot outline? Check out my video on it, or Dan Wells’ 
video series of his presentation given at the LTUE Conference in Provo, UT.
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the seVen point plot outline

resolution: mc rejects the lie for the greater truth.

plot turn 2: the want is within reach, but now the mc 
unDerstanDs that the truth is the better way.

pinch 2: antagonist reinforces the lie; mc trappeD be-
tween the lie anD the truth.

miDpoint: mc sees the truth but still follows the lie.

pinch 1: mc unable to pursue the lie; fails without 
realizing why; eVolVes belief in the lie.

plot turn 1: the lie is challengeD with the “new worlD,” 
the mc continues to belieVe the lie anD pursue the want.

hook: the lie is introDuceD Via the characteristic moment 
anD reinforceD by the “normal worlD.”

incorporating schemas into the outline

character arc outline
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what coulD happen to challenge the lie?

what coulD happen to enforce the lie?

what is your mc’s relationship with the lie?

using schemas to oVercome writer’s block

schema operations



now you shoulD have an idea of what the Recognition/
Approval-Seeking schema is, how it relates to your character’s 

Lie, and also what the Lie, Want, Truth/Need, and Wound are.

you shoulD also understand schema coping modes, and 
how overcompensation, avoidance, and surrender can each take 

this schema in different directions depending on the character’s 
personality.

remember to use this guide with the YouTube Character 
Therapy series!

if you’re interesteD in learning more in-depth about 
Schema Therapy, the following books are amazing resources:

 SCHEMA THERAPY: A PRACTITIONER’S GUIDE
EXPERIENCING SCHEMA THERAPY FROM THE INSIDE OUT

also, please check out K.M. Weiland’s website,             
www.helpingwritersbecomeauthors.com, especially her 

Character Arcs series. That’s where I got the bulk of my information 
about Lie, Want, Truth/Need, and Ghost! Her website is super 
helpful. You won’t regret taking a look!
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i hope you learneD something cool!

character therapy

https://www.guilford.com/books/Schema-Therapy/Young-Klosko-Weishaar/9781593853723
https://www.bookdepository.com/Experiencing-Schema-Therapy-from-Inside-Out-Joan-M-Farrell/9781462533282
https://www.helpingwritersbecomeauthors.com
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